Introduction
Magnetorelaxometry (MRX) denotes the temporal resolved detection of the return of the MNP magnetic moments into their equilibrium orientation after removal of a moderate magnetic field. MRX is a sensitive tool for the specific and quantitative detection of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) in biological systems [2] . Normally, the measurements are conducted at room temperature allowing for MNP detection even in in-vivo animal models. Including the temperature as a further parameter, magnetorelaxometry at various temperatures (TMRX) reveals the underlying energy barrier distribution of the MNP [4] , although the extraction of distribution parameters from TMRX curves is a major challenge. The energy barrier distribution is mainly dependent on MNP size and crystal structure but may also be influenced by interactions between the MNP. In medical applications of MNP like magnetic drug targeting [5] or hyperthermia [6] mainly two effects may alter their magnetic behavior: Changes in the energy distribution through a size selective MNP uptake by cells/organs and changes in the magnetic behavior of the MNP caused by MNP interactions due to clustering and aggregation of the MNP mediated by the biological environment. To investigate the influence of aggregation on the MNP magnetic behavior, especially their relaxation, we compared the TMRX spectra of original MNP with TMRX spectra of MNP aggregated by the presence of sodium chloride to break up the colloidal stability. We studied the effects in MNP of the same type but with two different size distributions.
Methods

MNP samples
We used two fractions of different size distribution (F2, F7) of citrate coated iron oxide MNP (Charité Berlin). Out of both fractions two samples of the original MNP suspension (30 µl, c Fe = 0.1 mol/l) were prepared together with two MNP samples where additionally 30 µl 1 mol/l sodium chloride solution had been added leading to the enforced MNP aggregation clearly visible after 30 min. Of each sample pair one sample was kept in a fluid state while one sample was immobilized by freeze drying after addition of 30 µl mannitol(c mannit = 50 mmol/l) solution.
MRX measurement devices
We used two different MRX timing regimes, the common MRX device employed solely for room temperature measurements uses a magnetizing duration of t mag =1 s and a data acquisition interval 450 µs ... 0.5 s denoted hereafter as short timing regime. For the TMRX measurements we utilized a conventional SQUID magnetometer (MPMS-XL, Quantum Design). At fixed temperatures between 5 K and 350 K the sample was magnetized for 460 s followed by a data acquisition interval of 40 min referred to as long timing regime. These increased timing parameters were required by the control of the apparatus. Both devices operate with a magnetizing field of 800 A/m (1 mT) for the measurements. To obtain a TMRX spectrum the relaxation moment amplitude was determined as the decline of the magnetic moment within a fixed time interval normalized to the iron content X Fe of the sample (1) Figure 1 . Left: Individual relaxation curves at room temperature for both timing regimes of original (red line) and aggregated MNP (black line). Additionally, the relaxation curves in the fluid state (blue solid line for original, blue dashed line for aggregated MNP) are shown for the short timing regime. Right: TMRX spectra of original (red squares) and aggregated MNP (black squares). Top: Fraction F2 containing smaller MNP. Bottom: Fraction F7 containing larger MNP.
Results
The shape of the relaxation curves of the immobilized MNP measured at room temperature (Fig. 1, left panel) exhibit only moderate changes due to aggregation. In sample F2 (Fig. 1, top line) containing the smaller MNP fraction the relaxation amplitude increased after aggregation while for sample F7 (Fig. 1, bottom line) containing the larger MNP fraction the relaxation amplitude slightly decreased. The fluid samples measured in the short timing regime showed a significant change in the relaxation curve shape. The fluid F2 samples showed a small amplitude compared with the fluid F7 ones. That indicates that they consist of smaller MNP that relax too fast for our MRX time window. In both fractions the fast relaxation of the original MNP drastically slows down by aggregation. The relaxation curves of aggregated MNP in the fluid state were similar to the immobilized ones. No relaxation signal was detected from material without MNP like mannitol, sample tube or holder in both timing regimes. Considerably more pronounced becomes the effect of aggregation manifest in the TMRX spectra (Fig. 1, right  panel) , where the relaxation amplitude is plotted as a function of temperature for the long timing regime. The original MNP fractions F2 and F7 exhibit a pronounced relaxation maximum at different temperatures well below room temperature. For F2 the maximum is at 130 K and for F7 it is at 210 K. The aggregation leads in both fractions to a decrease in amplitude and a shift of the relaxation maximum towards higher temperatures by about 100 K. In fraction F7 containing larger MNP the maximum at 210 K still remains resulting in a bimodal distribution. The apparent differing relaxation behavior changes of F2 and F7 after aggregation measured at room temperature can be explained by the different displacements of the maxima as recovered by the TMRX spectra.
Discussion
TMRX expands the reliability to detect changes in the magnetic behavior of room temperature MRX measurements. Although TMRX is excluded from in-vivo applications of MNP it becomes a valuable tool to investigate the influence of aggregation and thus the interaction of MNP with their biomolecular environment. In the same way changes in the size distribution due to uptake and internalization by a biological system can be documented. For a further more quantitative description the particular timing regime has to be taken into account. Additionally a dedicated magnetorelaxometry device is presently under construction to enable TMRX measurements at the short timing regime.
